
Run Number 27: Lime Street Station, on-afters at 
HAYSEED DIXIE gig, Carling Academy.

The Pack: Bloody Bollox, RTfuct, Austin Powers (co-hare), Hover crap (co-hare), Leakey Tool, 
Sergeant Pecker, Compo, Car thief, Lilo-lil, Laura, Pebbles (MTH3 virgin), Tom Popperwell 
(virgin), Penny Lewis (virgin).

An evening of surprises – the first was when Pebbles, who has hashed all over the world, turned up 
for her first MTH3 run and revealed that she has also experienced RTfuct’s first year lectures on 
early world prehistory.  She offered a little constructive criticism.

Your lectures 
suck. It’s a fair cop.



And at the briefing before the run Leakey Tool surprised Laura with an amazing magic trick, 
which drew a standard response from the body scanning scientist.

Hey Laura, let me 
show you my time-
reversal skills – I’ll 
just reverse the last 
30 seconds and put 
Austin Powers back 
on the bollard…

Cool – can I scan 
your brain?



With everyone clued up we set off.  Cafthief had come equipped for a night out nicking in town…

…Seriously Leakey 
Tool – very clever.  Now 
wind time forward again.  
I don’t think I can bear 

the long, dithery,
explanation of hashing 

rules again!

Carthief’s 
swag bag

Blah blah blah blah 
blah…



..but nothing had prepared Carthief for a ‘rear entry at Butt street’ (the hares are always looking to 
provide new experiences for the MTH3 pack)

T



Admiring the camera flash at a local beauty spot

Tommy Cooper?

Zombie?

Compo?

ready to take the plunge at
a water-crossing



An image from your worst nightmare?

Back at the circle, 12 floors up on the top of 
Lime street multi-storey car park, Carthief was 
feeling a little off-colour after taking that wrong 
turn at Butt street.



Penny, Pebbles and Tom – our lovely MTH3 virgins for the night, assessed the task in hand.  
Pebbles and Tom tried to hide their jealousy over Penny’s bits.

Sergeant Pecker did his best to convince the crowd that he was NOT hash-shit material, pulling all 
sorts of serious, intellectual poses and facial expressions, but for want of a less serious candidate,
was named hash shit of the night.

It’s got 
bits in!



Our partly Spain-based harriet,
Lilo Lil seemed momentarily
confused with her down-down and 
so did the hares Austin Powers and 
Hovercrap with theirs…

Que?

Say what 
now?

Duh…



But it didn’t last long and everyone soon remembered what they were there for – drinking beer!  
Cheers.


